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WSYAA SHOCK CHEERLEADING POLICIES

Thank you for considering participating in our cheerleading program.  Our goal is to provide a safe, fun, 
full-filling and productive experience for each and every person on the team. 

All athletes in the WSYAA community are afforded the opportunity to cheer.  No one will be ‘cut’ from the organization. 
Our season includes weekly practices and there are high expectations for these girls that need to be taken into 
consideration before committing to a competition squad.  Cheerleading is open to all children, boys or girls, in the 

community, regardless of school district affiliation.  Although this document references ‘girls’ as cheerleaders, nothing 
is said to prohibit or discourage a boy from becoming a cheerleader. All are welcome. 

WSYAA STAFF and BOARD:

The WSYAA is organized under an Executive Board; please visit our website www.westshoreyouthathletic.com to view 
WSYAA’s mission statement, list of the Board members and other pertinent information relating to WSYAA. WSYAA is 
an official 501(c)3 non-profit organization. 

GENERAL MEETINGS:

 WSYAA holds general membership meetings every other month, all members are invited to attend. The meeting 
schedule is posted on our online calendar.

FULL SEASON & HALF SEASON COMPETITION CHEERLEADING:

WSYAA follows the rules and regulations set forth by USASF, USRCCA, Varsity and the US Finals.
Although there is no formal organization that has rules for ‘recreational organizations’, these rules are standard and used 
by recreational organizations such as ours.   

USASF, USRCCA,Varsity and US Finals break down squad levels by age, which is why for WSYAA Competition 
cheerleading we have very strict age categories.  Girl must be the appropriate age for their level by August 31 of that 
cheerleading year.  The following are the age categories: 

Tiny, 6 and under
Mini, 8 and under
Pee Wee, 10 and under
Youth, 12 and under
Junior Rec, 14 and under
Senior Rec, 18 and under  

Despite the fact that the age reads “and under” WSYAA is not implying that a young person can not be considered for an 
upper age/level squad.  In some cases, at the discretion of the Coordinator and Head Coach, a younger child may be asked 
to cheer for an advanced level.  Competition rules do allow us to move a younger girl up levels, but we cannot move an 
older girl down in levels.  As such, WSYAA may, based on ability, ask younger girls to cheer on an advanced team. This 
is typically done in years when a specific level does not have enough girls to make an ideal squad.

Pre-advancement to the next level up is at the discretion of the Coordinator and Head Coach, if the advance squad is in 
need of girls to reach an ideal team of cheerleaders. In considering the advancement of the cheerleader, the Coordinator 
and Coaches will evaluate athletes based on social skill (ability to interact with older teammates), maturity, dedication to 
the organization, last season evaluation and skill/discipline level.  This will only be done with the parent permission.  
Nothing will prohibit a child from participating at multiple squad levels if a need exists at either level (cross-over). 
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Cross-overs will be charged an additional monthly expense to help cover the additional cost of cross-overs at 
competitions.  Parents will be made aware of this additional fee if their child is asked to be a cross-over.  Coordinator, in 
conjunction with the Head Coach, reserve the right to best adjust the squads for safety, performance and ideal squad size. 
Decisions are final.   Anyone wishing to dispute a decision must first discuss their concerns with the Cheer Coordinator 
and Head Coach. If you are unsatisfied, then and only then, should you take your concerns to the Board.
Additionally, the Coordinator and Head Coach reserve the right to combine squads to achieve ideal squad levels.  In some 
seasons, 4- 8 squads may exist. In other seasons, 1 -2 squads may exist. This will be based on registration numbers, ages, 
ability and best layout for the squads to compete effectively. Squad levels are always based on the older member’s age by 
August 31st of that year. 

All athletes are required to be evaluated to assess them for the team that best fits their strengths and abilities.  All team 
placement decisions are final.  Evaluation details are discussed below. There will be an attempt made to have the teams at 
the different levels. There may, however, be some cases where the teams would compete against each other if attending 
the same competition in the same division.  Cheerleaders are expected to cheer and encourage their sister teams 
regardless.  Obviously one team will place below the other if competing at the same level at the same competition. There 
is simply no way to avoid this conflict all of the time.  We are performing with each other and NOT competing against 
each other should this occur.  

If there is enough athletes to form a Tiny Competition team (ages 6 and under) they will cheer for a half season 

and could be August – January OR December – April.  

Mini aged athletes on up will cheer the entire season and will perform at all competitions.  Although we do not “cut “ 
athletes, if at any time the Head Coach in coordination with the Cheer Coordinator feel that a  child is not mentally or 
socially ready for competitive cheerleading thus causing disruption, bad behavior or dangerous situations, they have the 
right to remove that child from a competition team.  This type of situation will be discussed with the parents one on one. 

Competition cheer is a time commitment.  Parents and cheerleaders must understand the commitment they are making.  
The Competition season for mini through senior teams run from August through the first week or two of May, depending 
on the date of Finals that year.  

Competition cheer is a physical commitment.  Cheerleaders of all ages will be doing physical work outs and strength 
training throughout the season. Strength and cardio training are important aspects of competition cheerleading.   

Competition cheer is a financial commitment.  As a non profit organization with limited funding, parents will be 
expected to cover the costs of uniform security deposits, sneakers, routines, and competition registration fees.  These fees 
will be generally laid out at registration and will include as minimal of a monthly dues as possible.  If funds become 
available to WSYAA, through fundraising or donation, they will be used for general expenditures and to offset the direct 
cost to parents. Fundraising will be made available. In some instances, fundraising will be used for the benefit of the entire
organization, in other instances; fundraising may be allowed to offset your own personal dues in the form of Shock Watts,
our discount program.  There will be some fundraising that is mandatory.  

Although WSYAA would never allow a cheerleader to not be a competitive cheerleader due to financial constraints, 
parents must recognize the financial commitment they are making to WSYAA.  If a hardship case exists, the WSYAA 
board will consider financial aid if funding exists. Anyone seeking financial help will need to fill out the necessary forms 
and return with the requested documents by August 1.  Please contact the Coordinator or Head Coach for the necessary 
forms. 

EVALUATIONS FOR COMPETITION TEAMS:

All cheerleaders are eligible to be evaluated for a competition squad regardless of ability.  Evaluations are held in the 
spring for both half year and full year athletes.  At evaluations, the athletes will be evaluated for jumps, tumbling and 
stunting ability.  The athletes will be evaluated by several WSYAA Coaches, Coordinator and Head Coach.   
All Athletes will be placed on a team.  In the unusual event that a child’s ability is far below the ability to safely be placed
on a competition team or a team fitting her skills is not available, the Head Coach and Coordinator will recommend to the 
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parent that the cheerleader wait until next season while she/he matures in skill/ability to safely be a competition 
cheerleader.   Team placements for both half and full season will be announced on or before August 1.

SUMMER PRACTICE REQUIREMENTS:  

ALL Full Season Athletes will be required to attend 2 FREE tumbling or conditioning/strength classes per month 

over the summer break.  After evaluations, you will be sent a schedule of classes, in which you can choose which dates 
you want to attend.  Those that do not fulfill their summer requirements will be required to make them up in August and 
September.

COMPETITION TEAM PRACTICES   :   

Competition team practices will begin in mid August, the practice schedule will be available on our web site shortly after 
team placements, you will receive an email when it is ready.

ALL Competition practices are closed practices, no parents will be permitted to watch.  If you have 

questions or business to do please arrive 15 minutes prior to practice start times, or see the coaches after practice 

ends.  We will open the doors and allow parents to watch for the last 15 minutes of practices from the parent 

viewing area.

Full Season athletes can expect from mid August to May you can expect 2 evenings of practices per week, with 

some Saturdays.  Half Season athletes can expect from mid August to January or December to April 1 weeknight 

practice, 2 tumbling practices per month, and some weekend practices for choreography.  Weeknight practices will 
be between 6 p.m. And 9 p.m. Saturday practices could be scheduled anywhere between 8 a.m. And 6 p.m.  Although we 
try our best not to schedule practices on Sundays, it is possible an occasional Sunday practice could happen.  If we do 
practice on Sundays it will be between the hours of 12:00 p.m. And 6 p.m.  

All competition practices are   MANDATORY  !  Everyone is to be present and on time.  Competition practices are not 
excused for vacations, family dinners, scheduled doctor’s appointments, school dances, other sports/activities etc. Missing
a practice will result in disciplinary action. Events of this nature should be scheduled on non-practice evenings. 

There will be no excuses accepted to miss competition practices other than:

● *Illness. Excessive illness will require a doctor’s note.   

● An organized school function that your child is actually participating in such as concert/school 

play/back to school night/science fair or other academic affair. Schools dances and after school 

social events are not excused absences. 

● An extremely extenuating circumstance, such as a death in the family.

*Note: We ask that cheerleaders with injuries or minor illness try to attend practice. They may not be able to participate 

and can just simply watch, but it is important for them to be there if they are able.  This is important because they can 

learn any changes that are being made.  If a cheerleader misses practice the week of a competition for any reason, 

she/he may not be able to compete that weekend.  This will be at the coach's discretion for the safety of  the team. 

*Should an athlete be injured they can not return to the team until they have a doctor's note that releases them for full 

activity.  At that time the coaches will decide when they will be put back into the routine.  

Coaches may, with 10 days written notice, schedule mandatory practices for their squads over and above the two 

practices per week or for extended time (i.e. 3 hr practices).  Each Coach may schedule ONE additional practice 

per week (Monday thru Sunday- not to include competitions) and may have TWO additional practices the week of 

Nationals.  The Coordinator will monitor additional practice to be sure that girls are not being over tasked.  The 
Coordinator reserves the right to deny Coaches these practices due to excessiveness of additional practices. 
Practices that are cancelled due to inclement weather or some extenuating circumstance WILL be made up and 

WILL be mandatory, regardless of whether 10 days notice has been given.  
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If a practice needs to be canceled, the announcement will be made via email by 4:00 pm.  Watch your emails and our 
facebook on days with potential inclement weather.  

COMPETITIONS:

All competitions are mandatory. There is no excuse to miss a competition unless your cheerleader is extremely ill or has
an extreme circumstance. Vacations are not excused absences. We do not have alternates, so if your child misses a 
competition, the coaches and teammates are forced to make changes in the routine.  Changing a routine is no small task, is
frustrating and stressful to the team and could cause safety issues as each routine is made for a specific number of 
cheerleaders…Please understand this commitment.  You are encouraged to talk with current Shock Parents to find 

out more about the commitment you are making with competition cheerleading.  If the cheerleader misses a 
competition, they may be dropped from the competition team.

Competition season for full season athletes begins in August and continues until US Finals in May. You can expect 

to have a competition almost every weekend (Sat or Sun) during November through beginning of May, except 

during the holidays.  

Competition season for half season athletes begins either November – January OR February – April.  

A competition schedule will be provided to you as soon as possible.  Please keep in mind that the weekends marked as 
"TBA" (TO BE ANNOUNCED) should be considered as a competition and therefore you should plan on it.  Some 
competition dates do not get announced until our season is under way.  Any competition that we decide to attend is 
usually within a reasonable drive (~2 hour drive) and will be one that we can do as day trips-no over nights. 

Full Season Athletes could have up to 3 overnights trips over 2 hours away, PLUS US Finals in May.  Half season 

athletes could have 1 overnight trip over 2 hours. Overnight dates will be announced by October 1 so you have plenty 
of time to arrange your work schedule and hotel accommodations.  Most overnight trips require the athlete to be in town 
by 10 p.m. on Friday, and depending on the competition may compete Saturday or BOTH Saturday and Sunday.  If they 
compete both days, it is possible to have teams compete until 10 p.m. Sunday.  We get general schedules a few weeks 
prior, however, the actual schedule does not arrive until the week of the competition so plan accordingly.

Each cheerleader is responsible for getting themselves to competitions.  We do not have mass transportation of 
cheerleaders.  All the competition information including addresses, arrival times, spectator fees, etc... will be emailed to 
all members the week of the competition.  Do NOT be late arriving to competitions. Lateness could result in missing 
our warm-ups or performance time thus forfeiting the competition.  Lateness will result in disciplinary action or removal 
from the team unless there are very extenuating circumstances for the lateness. Cheerleaders are to remain with their 
squad prior to performance and remain with their squad after they perform to cheer on our other squads. Once all of 
WSYAA squads have performed, the girls may have some free time, but must remain in uniform until after awards, the 
coaches will inform them of when to return for awards. Full uniform includes uniform, sneakers, socks, hair up and 

bow in. 

No eating while in uniform-The uniforms are owned by WSYAA.  To avoid any undue damage to the uniform 
cheerleaders will be required to wear the designated team cover up and must be worn over the uniform at all times 
before and after they are on the competition floor.   Cover ups will need to be removed before taking the floor for awards. 
All cheerleaders must be in full uniform when on the awards floor.  Remember no jewelry or colored nail polish.  Hair 
must be of a natural looking color.  Bras straps must be thin black or nude (skin color).

Regardless of the outcome of any competition, WSYAA expects all cheerleaders, Coaches, Coordinators and parents to 
act in a good sportsman’s like manner.  Lack of respect or un-sportsman like conduct by anyone at any event will not be 
tolerated and could result in removal from the WSYAA program. 
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VACATIONS:

● Vacations are not excused during the cheer season unless they are disclosed at Registration.

● Vacations will not be approved for any Mandatory practice with the Choreographer.   No exceptions, 

unless there is a very extreme circumstance or notice at registration was given and approved. 

● Vacations will not be approved for any Competitions.  There are no excuses to miss a competition unless your 
cheerleader is extremely ill or has an extreme circumstance. Vacations are not excused absences. We do not 
have alternates, so if you daughter misses a competition, the coaches and teammates are forced to make changes 
in the routine.  

EXPENSES for COMPETITION CHEERLEADERS:

Monthly Dues:  Dues fluctuate from year to year due to registration numbers and costs that can be offset through 
fundraising/donations.  WSYAA does not make money off of dues. The dues paid are specifically used to pay for the 

gym lease, utility bills, building maintenance, music, and competitions fees.  WSYAA Shock Cheerleading fundraisers
will be used to directly offset these costs and help reduce your monthly fees. 
There will be fundraising that will allow you to earn Shock Watts for your child’s personal account.  

Monthly dues must be paid by the first of each month.  If you do not pay, WSYAA cannot pay the bills, including the 
gym.  If WSYAA does not pay the rent, we will not have the PowerPlant.  Therefore, funds received 15 days or more 

late are assessed a $10 dollar late fee.  Expenses not paid within 30 days of the due date could result if additional 

fees. PLEASE PAY ON TIME or make payment arrangements by contacting our Treasurer.  Accounts that 

become 60 days late may result in having the athlete “sit out” of competitions until the account is up to date.  They 

will still be required to attend all practices and competitions even though they will not be competing.  NEW this 

season if your account becomes 60 days behind, not only may your athlete sit out of practices and competitions 

YOU will also need to provide WSYAA a bank draft authorization, in which WSYAA will autodraft your monthly 

dues from then on to the end of the season.

*Any cheerleader that is sitting out of a competition for past due accounts, if their team should win a paid bid 
to any event the cheerleader sitting out will NOT be credited for paid bid and parents will be responsible for 
paying for a 1st place bid amount, NOR may they receive any prize.

Other Expenses  :   In addition to monthly dues, below is a list of one-time expenses. Keep in mind the more fundraising 
we do, sponsorships, grants or donations we get, some of these fees could be less.

Uniform: Security Deposit $50.00. WSYAA will order all uniforms and is the owner of all uniforms.  A uniform 
agreement will be signed by a parent when it is handed out.  Only uniforms in good conditions will be given their 
security deposit back. Fundraising watts can be used as your security deposit. Uniform Deposits are due at 

uniform fittings in July during cheer camp. 

If your uniform is damaged or lost mid-season, you are responsible for the $350 replacement fee.

This must be paid PRIOR to receiving another uniform.

Please be sure that the uniform, socks and sneakers are absolutely clean at all times. 

Other MANDATORY Uniform Accessories for FULL SEASON ATHLETES:

Hair Bow Mandatory Approx $ 25

Sneakers for Competitions Mandatory Approx. $ 85-110 (you will 

have several to choose from)

White NO SHOW socks Mandatory Will be up to you to get 

Uniform Cover Up Mandatory Approx. $50-$55

Practice Sports Bra Mandatory Any plain black of your choice
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Other MANDATORY Uniform Accessories for HALF SEASON ATHLETES:

Hair Bow Mandatory Approx $ 20

Sneakers for Competitions Mandatory Approx. $ 85-110 (you will 

have several to choose from)

White NO SHOW socks Mandatory Will be up to you to get 

Uniform Cover Up Mandatory Approx. $50-$55

Practice Sports Bra Mandatory Any plain black of your choice

*Possible purchase of bonnies may be necessary for half year season athletes, we will know by 

uniform fitting if they will be necessary or not.  If needed cost will be approx. $25

* Optional Practice Gear will be available for purchase starting in July!  

NATIONALS-COMPETITION CHEERLEADERS:

Each year FULL season athletes will compete in at least 2-3 nationals competition that requires an overnight stay 
(plus US Finals).  The cost of nationals around $ 85 – $100 per girl which is calculated in your monthly expenses.  Hotel, 
food, travel will be the paid by the parents.  In the event we attend US Finals in May, the per cheerleader cost will be the 

responsibility of each cheerleader parent to pay. This IS NOT figured into your monthly expenses. This cost is 
variable depending on if we get a full paid or partially paid bid to attend (~$85-125/girl, crossovers would be an additional
fee). Again, fundraising can be used to offset these fees. As with Nationals, the cost of hotel, food, travel etc. also paid by 
the parents. 

Half Season athletes MAY or may not attend a national, we will do our best to find a bigger competition for them 

as their last competition. Half season athletes will NOT be attending US Finals.

MANDATORY FUNDRAISING:

As a non-profit organization, we rely heavily on fundraisers.  

Each FULL SEASON athlete's parents are responsible for participating in:

Registration Fundraiser – Daily Number Calendars 

Sponsorship Fundraiser – Each athlete needs to obtain business/personal sponsorships of a designated
amount set by the board of directors by January 1, or your personal account will be charged the 
sponsorship fee.

3 Floor Moves – Failure to work your entire floor moves WILL result in an increase of your monthly 
dues.

Working 1 shift (approx. 6-7 hrs.) at ALL 3 WSYAA hosted competitions.

*There could be 1 additional mandatory fundraiser added mid season, this will be decided by 

the board of directors on a yearly basis.
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Each HALF SEASON athlete's parents are responsible for participating in:

Registration Fundraiser – Daily Number Calendars for 1st Half season athletes
      2nd Half season registration fundraiser will be determined.

Sponsorship Fundraiser – Each 1st Half season athlete needs to obtain business/personal sponsorships of 
a designated amount set by the board of directors by January 1, or your personal account will be charged the 
sponsorship fee. 2nd Half season athlete needs to obtain a sponsorship of designated amount by February 1, or 
your personal account will be charged the sponsorship fee.

3 Floor Moves – Failure to work your entire floor moves WILL result in an increase of your monthly 
dues.

Working 1 shift (approx. 6-7 hrs.) at 2 WSYAA hosted competitions.  1st Half season will work at the 

Jingle Bell Battle in Dec. and the Blizzard Battle in Jan.  2nd Half season will work at the Blizzard Battle 

in Jan. and the Keystone Championship in March.

 WSYAA hosted Competitions  :  

Our biggest fundraisers of the year are the three competitions that we host.  WSYAA will be again sponsoring the Jingle 
Bell Battle  in December, the Blizzard Battle in January, and the Keystone Championship in March. Details will be 
forthcoming. All Shock Parents are required to work a 6-7 hour shift at each competition.  A detailed work schedule will 
be provided the week of each competition.  If you do NOT show up to work your scheduled shift for any reason your 
monthly dues will increase.

FLOOR MOVES  :  

Our second largest fundraiser as an organization, is renting our spring floors to other local organizations for their 
competitions.  This is referred to as 'floor moves'.   Each family is required to help with 3 floor moves.  Floor moves 
involve lifting and carrying the multiple pieces of the floor onto a trailer at the gym, and then setting up at the other 
location.  Once the floor is complete, it then gets vacuumed.  The tear down crew will then take the floor down after the 
competition and load the trailer to bring the floor back to the gym.  Allot 3-4 hours for set-up and for tear down of each 
floor move.  A floor move assignment schedule will be distributed in early fall.  If you are unable to uphold your 
commitment to the assigned floor move, it is your responsibility to find switch with another family.  Failure to show up 
for your scheduled floor move will result in an increase in your monthly dues.

Optional Fundraisers:

In addition to mandatory fundraising there will be monthly optional fundraisers.  The profits from the optional fundraisers 
will be split (at a pre-determined percentage) between the organization and Shock Watts discount program.  This is in an 
effort to help cover monthly dues, clinics, apparel, etc... 

MID-SEASON DEPARTURE:

If any athlete voluntarily leaves the organization mid-season or is removed due to disciplinary actions mid-season, for any
reason, dues must be paid for that current month.  Competition fees are paid for well in advance which could result in 
additional fees charged to your account.  Leaving mid-season will also forfeit ANY credit in your personal account.  This 
credit will go directly to the organization.  
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WEBSITE AND EMAIL LIST:

E-mail messaging is our primary means of communication.  NOTE:  Coaches will NOT respond to Facebook messages.  
Should you need to get in touch with your coach please text, call or email.  All members will need to provide a valid 
e-mail address.  In the unusual case that a member does not have access to email, it is the member’s responsibility to 
inform the Coach or Coordinator so alternative methods of communication can be made for that member. Email is used to 
provide you with updated information, reminders and cancellation notices in the event practice is canceled due to weather.
No e-mails are sold or given out to anyone or any entity.  Our website has a lot of useful information such as the games 
schedule, practice schedules and a calendar to help you keep track.  Our website address is: www.westshoreshock.com

MANDATORY PARENT MEETINGS:

There will occasionally be a mandatory parent meeting.  If a meeting is mandatory, it is expected that one representation 
from the family be there to hear the information.  We do not typically have a meeting unless there is something new or 
different to share.  So, know if a meeting is called it is important that someone in the family attend.   

PRACTICE ATTIRE for ALL TEAMS:  

Shock Cheerleader Practice Attire will include:

• Black Sport Bra (mandatory for all practices) Plain black or Shock ones.

• Shock Colored Tshirt (Black, White, Shock Purple, Shock Blue)  These tshirts may not be long or baggy.  

They may also NOT be full glitter or rhinestones on them for safety issues.

• BLACK shorts, capris, sweatpants, yoga pants (colored trim or small logos are acceptable)

• Cheer Sneakers (mandatory purchase, athletes may wear old cheer sneakers)

We will be offering optional Shock gear packages for purchase, along with individual items as well.  

The apparel will be available for purchase year round and you will receive order information at uniform fittings in

July.  Online ordering will be available too.

Warnings will be issued for athletes not in approved practice attire.

SAFETY and PRACTICE RULES:

Cheerleaders should not be dropped off at the practice until a Coach is present. They should not be left unattended. 

NO jewelry whatsoever.
 
Hair must be tied back and out of the child’s face.

No long nails, they must be sports length.

Sneakers and socks must be worn at all times

No cell phones during practice- they should be turned off and inside your gym bag/purse.  They are to remain off even 
during short water breaks.  If you need to use your phone, ask your coach first.
After practices all cheerleaders must clean up the trash in their practice area.

Cheerleaders 14 and under will not be allowed to exit the building looking for parents, a parent MUST come in to get 
them.  

Cheerleaders shall respect their Coaches, Team Moms, and Board Members. Disrespect will not be tolerated and 
disciplinary action may result.  
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SHOCK COMPETITION TEAM LATENESS POLICY:

Lateness of one cheerleader affects the entire practice and team productivity. Practices are only productive when ALL 
cheerleaders are present and on time.  

Time is very valuable to us.  Time management is an important life lesson we strive to teach young people. While we do 
not want to punish a child who is at the mercy of their parent to get them to practice, it is unfair to those who work hard to

get to practices on time to continually allow someone to be perpetually late. Some cheerleaders/parents like to say that we 
start with warm-ups… ‘no big deal, I can miss that and be late’. NO ! Warming up is essential to prepare the body for a 

practice, regardless of skill or age. Injuries occur when stretching and warm ups do not occur properly. The start time is 
the start time regardless of how the practice begins. 

Practices start at the designated time (see schedule). All cheerleaders should be ready to step on the mats to practice 
AT that time. Being ‘ready’ means having practice clothing on, hair up in a ponytail, jewelry off, and sneakers on.  This 

will mean that you will need to show up to practices 10 – 15 minutes ahead of time to take off jackets, put on competition 
sneakers, go to the bathroom, to be prepared and ready for practices. It is not expected that you will be running in the door

at your start time and then need time to get ready for practice. This will be considered being late. 

RUNNING A LITTLE LATE (1 – 15 minutes)
1. If you are running late (1 -15 minutes) for an unexpected reason, you must contact your Coach.  We 

certainly understand that occasionally unexpected delays occur, such as traffic or weather or work issues that 

might cause lateness.  These situations should be a rarity, not the norm. If these situations occur YOU MUST 

CALL or TEXT  (Do NOT email or facebook message) your COACH and let them know you are running late. 

Do not tell another parent to tell your Coach you are running late. All of our members have cell phones to the best

of our knowledge, as do all Coaches, which should allow a simple phone call or text to be made easily. 

2. Should these ‘unexpected’ lateness calls (those referred in #1) become a ‘common’ occurrence (common = 3

times) a warning will be given to the parents. 

3. Lateness without notice (call or text) will be considered an official lateness incidence. A warning will be given. 

4. Contact about lateness must occur before the start time of the practice, NOT after the start time. 

LATENESS BEYOND 15 MINUTES

1. Lateness over 15 minutes, regardless of reason, will result in an immediate lateness incident warning, unless 

there is some significant reason for the excessive lateness. The parent must talk directly to the Coach regarding 

this kind of lateness over 15 minutes. 

FAILURE TO NOTIFY OR SHOW TO PRACTICE
1.  Failure to show for a practice with no contact to the Coach at all will result in an immediate Level 2 written 
warning.
2. Failure to show for a second practice will result in an Level 4 warning and cheerleader may be dismissed 

from the team.  

LATENESS KNOWN AHEAD OF TIME

1. Lateness known ahead of time-There may be a rare occasion when a parent is aware that they cannot get their 

child to practice on time (example- doctor’s appointment, school function, or work time issue). As the schedule is 

out well in advance, we ask that appointments not be made at the same time as practices. 

a. If the cheerleader is not directly involved in the reasoning for the lateness (example parent or sibling 

appointment or function), the parent shall reach out to other parents and find an alternate ride for the 

cheerleader to practice. Shock prides itself on working like a family and helping each other out. If you 
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need help, simply ask. Please do not take advantage of others kindness however. This should be a rare 

occurrence.

b. If the child is involved in the reason for the lateness (cheerleaders school function or appointment), 

simply email, call or text your Coach well in advance of the lateness so they can notate the reason for the 

lateness. Again, this should be a rare occurrence but will be considered an approved lateness. 

c. If an excessive amount of lateness (2 or more) occurs due to ‘appointments’ or cheerleader related 

activities, doctor’s notes or a note verifying the appointment/reason may be requested and a lateness 

warning may be issued. 

d. Other pertinent information from above will also apply to lateness know ahead of time.

NOTE- If the Coach does not acknowledge a call, text or email- they may not have gotten it. Coaches will let you know 
that they were in receipt of your call, text or email. If you do not get this acknowledgment do not ignore it---ASK… “Did 

you get my text at 5:30 that I was running late?”  All Coaches have good tracking methods on their phones so there should
be no issues with not receiving call or text if one was made. 

If a cheerleader is late for practice the Coaches will have the ability to hold practice longer than the scheduled end time, 

should the gym availability allow for this. For instance, if practice was schedule from 6 – 8 and a cheerleaders shows up at

6:20, the Coach will have the right to hold practice until 8:20 to make up for the lost time due to a cheerleaders absence. 

This overage will be necessary to assure that the team has had ample practice time. MISSING PRACTICE THE WEEK 

OF A COMPETITION

  Cheerleaders who miss any practice the week of a competition, for any reason (ie. illness, injury, funeral, school 

function), may not be able to compete that weekend.  This will be at the coaches discretion.  This is not meant to be 

punishment but is for the safety of  the team. 

CHEERLEADERS WHO WORK OR ARE IN OTHER SPORTS
1. Some older cheerleaders have jobs.  Our practice and competition schedule is out well in advance. All work hours

should be schedules around the practice and competition schedule. “I had to work” is not a valid reason for 

missing a practice or competition. Failure to show due to a job conflict will result in an warning. 

2. Some cheerleaders are in other sports. Not attending practice or competitions or being late for practice due to 

another sport is not allowed. Failure to show due to another sports conflict will result in a warning. 

LATE PICK UP FROM PRACTICE

Cheerleaders must be picked up from practices (or competitions) at the designated end time. WSYAA staff may not leave 
any cheerleader unattended or alone at the gym or outside the gym regardless of the age of the cheerleader.  Our staff all 

volunteer and do have lives outside of cheerleading or may have other practices to begin.  Failure to pick up your child 
more than 10 minutes after the designated end time will result in a warning.

CODE OF ETHICS:

Good sportsmanship and conduct is of the utmost importance to WSYAA by both the child and parent.  As an 
organization that supports the recreational activities of youth we are, as adults, setting an example for our children.  You 
and your cheerleader will be asked to sign a code of ethics at registration.   We ask that you read over it and understand 
that we have a zero-tolerance policy for bad behavior by the parent, their guests and cheerleader at any WSYAA event, 
game, competition or any away game or competition.  Please note bad behavior by Parents MAY result in you/your 
cheerleader being given a “purple notice card,” level warning or could result in 
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SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY:

Each athlete and parent will be required to review and sign our Social Media policy.  
In the ever popular world of Social Media, one can quickly forget just how powerful this communication tool can be and 
the significant impact it can have on an individual, friend, family, teammates, coaches, etc... 
The Coaches and the WSYAA Board frequently review posts and will enforce the policy including issuance of warnings 
as necessary. As a parent and Shock cheerleader you are expected to portray yourself, your team, and your organization in
a positive manner at all times.

DISCIPLINE:

Discipline is not something that anyone enjoys having to deal with, however in order to run an effective program and be 
fair to all participants involved, rules do need to be followed.  As with any job, school, assignment, or similar, the girls 
need to realize that there are consequences to their actions or inactions.  This is a discipline method but also a life lesson. 
Inappropriate behavior, disrespect of any kind, profane language, un-sportsmanlike conduct will not be tolerated at any 
time. Disciplinary action could be issued for bad behavior, un-excused absences, lateness, etc. Below is a non-inclusive 
list of unacceptable behaviors or actions.  Repeated warnings for poor behavior, ethics violation, or multiple disciplinary 
actions or warnings could result in removal from a team. Disciplinary action of this nature will be brought to the Board for
discussion and a vote. 

DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS:

This is not an all-encompassing list of reasons for warnings.  The staff reserves the right to make a warning level decision 

for reasons/issue other than those listed below that could occur and/or combination of reasons.
Throughout the season “purple notice cards” can be issued by any Shock Coach or WSYAA Board member at any 

practice, competition, or Shock event.  These cards serve as a reminder for not following a certain rule.  These cards will 
serve like a 3 strike system, once you or your athlete receive 3 purple notice cards you will receive a Level 1 warning for 

the next violation. Level warnings will increase from 1 to 4 for violations after that.

Level 1 – A verbal, email, or warning card will be given to the athlete and/or parent by one of the 
Coaching staff or ANY WSYAA Board Member.

 Level 1 warnings could include:
-3 Called in ‘unexpected lateness’ between 1 – 15 minutes
-Any lateness to practice or competition without a call or text 

-More than 15 minutes late for any reason
-More than 10 minutes late for pick up at end of practice

-Cheerleader not in full uniform at a competition
 -Disrespect towards a teammate or coach or inappropriate language

 -Color Nails or long nails at a competition 
             -Eating or drinking without a cover up on while in uniform 

             -Jewelry on at a competition 
             -Public Display of Affection with boyfriend/girlfriend

             -Athlete not showing for mandatory tumbling 
             -Cheerleader coming to practice without proper practice attire on.

             -Arriving with hair not up or back for practices
             -Athlete disrupting or causing distraction at practices

             -Athlete or parent violating social media policy
                         -Failure to report to a competition at the designated time 
                         -Any discipline issue that may not specifically be listed here will be deal with on a case              

  by case basis. The WSYAA Board may choose to change or alter these general   
                          guidelines at any time. 
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Level 2 - A written warning form will be given to the parent reminding them of the policy being 
violated.  

Level 2 warnings could include:
-Level 1 warning already given repeat violation occurred. 
-Failure to show for practice 

-Failure to show for practice due to a cheerleaders work schedule conflict
-Parent failed to show up to work shift at our hosted competitions 

Level 3- A written NOTICE from the Coordinator or Head Coach will be given to the parent 
indicating no more warnings will be accepted or the cheerleader WILL be dismissed from the team.

   Level 3 warnings could include:
-Level 2 warning given, and another repeat violation occurred.

Level 4- Dismissal from the team (approved by Board)
- Level 3 warning given, and another violation has occurred

- Failure to show up for competition with no communication to Coach or Coordinator

-  Second time failure to show up for practice                                                  

All Level 2 – 4 will be reported to the WSYAA Board. 
Any Level 4 action will be reviewed with the Board before dismissal is issued to the parent/cheerleader and the parent

will be given opportunity to talk directly with the Board regarding this dismissal. The Board will have the final 
decision on the dismissal of a cheerleader from the organization. 

*Any cheerleader that is sitting out of a competition for a disciplinary reason, if their team should win a paid bid to 

any event the cheerleader sitting out will not be credited for paid bid and parents will be responsible for paying for a 
1st place bid amount.

*Any cheerleader that is sitting out of a competition for a disciplinary reason, if their team should win a prize of any 
kind (ex. Jacket, backpack, ring) they will NOT receive the prize item.

PARENTAL CONCERNS:
There are a lot of questions that come up throughout the cheerleading season, although we try to keep you informed of
everything, should you have a question or concern please contact us by email or phone.  Please remember the chain of

command:  If at any time you have a question or concerns concerning your cheerleader or the cheerleading program 
you must FIRST contact your cheerleader's coach and discuss with them.  Should the coach not resolve your concern 

you MUST then go to the Cheer Coordinator/Head Coach.
If the Coordinator and Head Coach still can not resolve the matter, you THEN may contact one of the WSYAA board 

members.  Everyday cheerleading matters should be handled with the coaches, coordinator or head coach.

PARENT EVENTS:
Throughout the season we plan Parent Nights and allow the parents to come have some fun with their cheerleaders.  

This includes routine reveals, participating in a practice, or doing a fun activity with your child, we encourage ALL 
parents to attend these events, as the cheerleaders look forward to them!

PARENT VOLUNTEERING:
Throughout the season there will be opportunities for parents to volunteer their time to help our   association.  We will
send out emails when help is needed.  Also, any parents wanting to help with planning and setting up holiday parties, 

community outreach, fundraising or other events will be randomly chosen and contacted by the board member in 
charge.  All volunteers that work directly with our cheerleaders are required to have PA child clearances.
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It all starts here at WSYAA Shock Cheerleading!!!
Schedule: The schedule is ALWAYS available to you at:

www.westshoreshock.com

email : westshoreshockcheer@gmail.com

Please put your coaches phone number in your phone

Jamie Shimko – 717-825-8768
Tina Minkoff – 717-215-2482

Natalie Minkoff – 717-487-3333
Lacie Winn – 717-343-5525
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